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Sunny Spray´s adventures, episode 11 

 

Atlantic Ocean, May 4-5, 2016  10°38.063´N 032°1.25 W 

Translated May 10-13, 2016 

Dear all, 

We are already into our ninth day at sea, following our departure from the Sine Saloum in Senegal. We 

have regained our sea legs, and having overcome the early stages of seasickness, we are now full of 

energy, and have already established a bit of a routine. Thus, this is now a perfect occasion to sit down 

and relate to you all that has happened since the last episode (nr 10, dated April 13).   

I already mentioned in the previous episode that navigating the Saloum, and in particular its tributaries 

and side creeks, is very difficult indeed. The main river (Saloum itself) is navigable for large commercial 

ships up to Foundiougne, and as a consequence, it has the usual red and green navigation beacons. 

Unfortunately, these buoys are spaced wide apart, and often are not in the location indicated by the 

charts. The best strategy is to follow the actual beacons and buoys, that is, if you can find them!  

However, if you want to enter a side river or creek, the buoyage stops, and without any buoys, stakes or 

other navigational signals, you have to find your way between sand banks, silted entrances and other 

kinds of shallows and dangers. 

When a sand bank is very close to the surface it is (usually) possible to spot it, mostly because of a 

difference in water colour, because of a change in ripples at the surface, and sometimes because of tiny 

breakers above the bank. But if there is a bit of water above the bank, say one meter, it becomes a 

much bigger problem. Well, you say, then you just navigate using charts, that´s what they are there for, 

isn´t it? Many people who went before us obviously had similar thoughts; the Sine Saloum is the only 

river where, on a stretch of not more than 10 nautical miles, we have seen sailing boats wrecked on 

sand banks, not once, but three times! 

The problem is that maps are hopelessly out of date, or incomplete. Some examples………. 

In the age of the electronic navigational chart, hardly anyone still carries paper charts (mainly because 

they are many times more costly than electronic ones). We still use the Admiralty paper charts that we 

carried when we made our previous voyage in the Fint (1981-1984), which were already out of date 

then! The chart of The Gambia that we are carrying shows the last survey dates from 1825! The chart 

showing the coast of Senegal and the Sine Saloum dates back to 1947. It will be obvious that we use 

these charts only for general planning purposes, or to pencil in ones position, ignoring the fact that the 

topography will change! 
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Our more recent maps are electronic ones. On the large ship´s computer we use Cm93 charts, with 2011 

being the latest update. Our tablets have the navigation app Navionics, with continuously updated 

maps, so our latest version dates from 2016. 

Now it so happened that the Saloum River broke through a narrow, low lying stretch of land in 2008. In 

other words the river created a new sea entrance and exit.  The new entrance/exit carries buoys, but 

still does not show on the 2011Cm93 charts. In addition, those charts do not show the presence of 

water inside rivers and creeks, although there surely is water!  

 

All this is quite annoying, particularly since the Cm93 charts are the ones best suited to use in the 

OpenCPN programme that runs on our large computer. OpenCPN gives us the best options to make 

waypoints, to keep track of our position, etc.   

Cm-93 chart of the 

“new” entrance to the 

Saloum River: it does 

not show! To the left 

they have correctly 

drawn in a beacon, but 

the break through is 

shown in grey, and 

depth information is 

lacking. To the right you 

see the position of 

Sunny Spray (the red 

ship´s icon), high and 

dry on land! (per the 

map). In reality we were 

at anchor.   
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The other alternative is using the Navionics charts on the tablets. These charts show more water inside 

rivers and creeks, have an abundance of depth soundings and sand bars and sand banks – but can still be 

hopelessly wrong! 

Dutch sailing yacht De Gabber (www.sy-gabber.com) showed us how to download Google Earth pictures 

of a certain area (provided you have an internet connection!) and to load these pictures into the charts 

area of the OpenCPN programme.  If you first convert these pictures using the program GE2KAP, the 

pictures can be used as a chart, and your ship’s position and movement will be given on the Google 

Earth picture!  

Unfortunately we failed to make a correct conversion (we lacked an additional programme, and were 

out of Internet range to download it), but just being able to study the Google Earth picture, and 

compare it to the maps we had, was already a big improvement! 

 

Google Earth screenshot of the Marigot de Ndangane, from Kooniguy Lodge to Ndangane. 

The abundance of waypoints (detailed places on the route to follow), which sy De Gabber has placed on 

its website, were very useful. Unfortunately, De Gabber, using these waypoints, still managed to run 

onto a sandbank and needed to be pulled off, so these waypoints were also less than 100% reliable! 

Probable reason: the waypoints dated from 2012, and in 4 years a lot of sand can shift and sandbanks 

grow! 

Based on all these considerations, our strategy to navigate in the Sine Saloum became the following:  

If you have them, consult Google Earth pictures and compare them with the charts you have, preferably 

the Navionics charts. Load your navigation computer with reliable waypoints. During your trip, 

continuously compare the situation on the Navionics chart with the one on the charts loaded with the 

http://www.sy-gabber.com/
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waypoints. Continuously check the depth sounder. Continuously look outside, check the colour of the 

water and ripples on the surface. And do all this with only two people, whilst steering the boat. 

Not surprisingly, things went wrong with the very first approach. We did find the beacons marking the 

new entrance of the river, but once through the entrance we became completely disoriented. The mass 

of water was very wide, the land extremely low and hardly visible, and nothing we saw bore any relation 

to the charts that we had! We decided to turn to the waypoints given by De Gabber, and the nearest 

route was into the Marigot de Gokhor. We immediately disagreed: Bob had more trust in the Navionics 

charts, which indicated a nice deep, albeit narrow channel leading into the Marigot, while I wanted to 

stick to the waypoints (which led us over the land, according to the Navionics charts).  So Bob stuck to 

the Navionics channel, and became hopelessly entangled in very shallow, not charted waters, all around 

him – with not more than one meter, where to go? He managed to very carefully maneuver Sunny Spray 

backwards, in the direction that we had come from. Lacking fishing boats to guide us, once we had 

backtracked, we followed the waypoints and fortunately they led us nicely into 4 m of water, once inside 

the Marigot de Gokhor. It remained strange and disconcerting to see ourselves gliding “over land” on 

the Navionics charts! Without Gabber´s waypoints we would never have found the route in! 

 

All this was quite new to us: during 40 years of sailing we had never ever used waypoints, routes, tracks, 

reverse tracks, bread crumb tracks, etc. One is never too old to learn! 

Once we had got over the stress of this difficult entry, we found ourselves in quite a good spot. We were 

just opposite the new river entrance, but sheltered against the tide and breakers because of all the sand 

bars and sand banks blocking the exit of the Marigot! But as we were anchored right across from the 

entrance, we enjoyed a nice, cooling sea breeze, with temperatures not rising above 25 degrees  Celsius 

The route we followed, 

using the Waypoints 

(squares) of De Gabber 

(2012). We made this 

picture on the way out of 

Marigot de Gokhor, hence 

the arrows and red lines are 

pointing from right to left. 

When we arrived they of 

course went from left to 

right! Ultimately, Sunny 

Spray was anchored a bit 

south east of No Stress, a 

waypoint carrying the name 

of a bar-restaurant. 
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(whilst a bit upriver, temperatures rose to well over 40 degrees)! Relieved we took a deep breath and 

opened a bottle of wine! 

 

Our anchorage was in the Marigot de Gokhor, which is connected to the river Diomboss, which in turn 

empties its waters into the delta of the river Gambia. The De Gabber had collected all waypoints to 

navigate the Diomboss, but in the end decided not to go there. We made the same decision : all nice 

and well doing this, but also quite risky, and during our stay on the river we never saw another boat 

strong enough to pull Sunny Spray´s 20 tonnes off a sandbank, should the need arise!  

 

 

For the first time during this voyage, we enjoyed absolute quiet. For the next three weeks, we would not 

see, nor hear, a single car! The island off which we were anchored had one village, at half an hour’s walk 

Right across from the 

new river entrance of 

the Saloum: a fresh 

cooling breeze, to the 

right what remains of 

the land mass of 

Djifere. In front of us 

is the water mass 

with all the 

sandbanks. Try to 

compare this picture 

with the sea chart 

given above! 

From the anchorage to Dionouar: thinly 

spread trees, and enormous baobab trees! 
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from us (Dionouar, very poor, but clean!). The landscape was savannah, with various kinds of trees, 

including very high coconut trees and enormously fat baobab trees.  

During a walk in the direction of the Diomboss we entered an area with dense mangroves. Mangroves 

are not only special because of their air roots, but also quite dangerous: if they break off, they leave very 

sharp pointed sticks behind, normally just covered by mud or water. Just the thing to hit your feet whilst 

disembarking from the dinghy, or to tear the dinghy´s rubber!  

 

 

 

 

We made a landing at the tiny beach above. When we were disembarking from the rubber dinghy, I paid 

more attention to the sharp end points of the mangroves sticking up, than to getting out of the dinghy.  

My maneuver was so awkward that I fell sideways into the water. Normally no big deal, but I was 

carrying my camera in its small bag on my trouser belt. Bag with camera was less than a second in the 

Dionouar borders the Saloum, 

but apart from pirogues, no 

ship can enter, as the river is 

too shallow. 

On the beaches one has to 

look out for the sharp pointed 

ends of old mangrove trees 

(below left). 

No roads and no cars, means 

the local ambulance is a 

pirogue (below right).  
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water, but it was already enough. Despite drying efforts she has refused to operate ever since! A pity, 

since taking pictures with a tablet is much harder and not half as much fun. 

 

Public water transport is in the capable hands of boys and donkeys. To the right: Bob on his way back to 

the rubber dinghy, being overtaken by the incoming tide. 

 

Apart from the village of Dionouar, the island also boasted a beautifully laid-out hotel-restaurant with 

stunning architecture: Lodge Delta Minionka. Apart from hotel rooms one could also rent an individual 

bungalow. Sadly the complex was almost defunct: the hotel was closed, the swimming pools empty, the 

sunshades on the beach in sad decay, and only two guests were staying in one of the bungalows. Some 

Internet searches showed hotel Delta Minionka, with room prices varying between 180-200 Euros per 

night! No wonder this hotel did not pull in sufficient clientele, because these are very high prices indeed 

for a location where, apart from the beautiful nature, or a boat trip, nothing is happening, or likely to 

happen. 

!  

This was not the only 

tourist project that had 

failed: we were to learn 

of many more. A pity 

for the investors, and 

even more of a pity for 

the local people, who 

had hoped for much-

needed jobs.  
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Apart from some walks on and around the island, we spent our time doing all kind of jobs (that´s right, it 

never ends!).  

In Dakar we had noticed water standing in the forecastle, the deep space at the front of the boat which 

also houses the lowest 1, 5 m of the main mast, which passes through the deck and rests on the keel.  

The forecastle is completely taken up by ropes and canvas, in fact so much that we never noticed how 

much water had actually entered! After removing all of the ropes and canvas, we found that the water 

level was up to 50 cm above the bottom of the mast! We bailed out the water, and when we could 

finally inspect the mast we found, to our great alarm, a vertical crack. So we had bought roving 

(polyester mat) and two liters of epoxy resin, with accompanying hardener, in Dakar. Now, at anchor in 

the Marigot de Gokhor, we had to tackle this nasty job. The task became even more pressing and nastier 

when we eventually found not one, but three, vertical cracks!  

The hotel´s architecture 

was stunning, and the 

two statues representing 

pelicans that are 

guarding the entrance 

were good enough to be 

in a museum. I would not 

mind having these 

statues in my garden! 
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The mat-epoxy resin job was only one part of the problem. We still had to trace and repair the water 

leak. After close inspection, we found two possible culprits. One was the entry hatch to the forecastle, 

placed on the prow and made watertight by an inside layer of neoprene. The neoprene was there all 

right, but the strips were not making full contact in all locations, - sometimes there were tiny gaps. I 

renewed the bad parts, ensuring the strips now touched seamlessly. 

The second possible culprit could be the absence of the canvas covering where the mast is stepped 

through the deck. In September, Bob had removed that cover to better inspect whether the mast 

remained tight in the cylinder going through the deck. Also here, an inside ring of neoprene had been 

locked tightly between the mast and the cylinder. Although we did not see any obvious openings, it was 

more than likely that over time quite a large amount of water could have seeped in, since at sea we take 

on a lot of spray water. The solution was to re-install the mast cover. This meant that the mast ring, a 

very heavy stainless steel ring to which all blocks are attached with the working and trimming lines of 

the main sail, had to be opened, and all the lines re-routed temporarily. The mast cover would then be 

led inside the ring, and the ring re-fastened. This was quite a big job for such a simple problem. 

A final task that should contribute to easier (and therefore more frequent) inspection, was the removal 

of the watertight door, separating the forecastle and Bob´s “shed” in front of the salon. We dumped the 

watertight door in the ocean.  

We have now been nine days at sea, and have taken a lot of water over the prow. However until now 

the forecastle has remained dry, not a drop of water to be seen. Hurray! 

The theme of “keeping water outside the boat” was certainly on our minds during those days. In Dakar 

we had already decided to make an additional spray hood to protect the entrance into the wheel house. 

I started the job by making a temporary hood from UV-resistant cloth, meant to serve as a mold for the  

We cut the roving mat in 

strips of approximately 20 cm 

wide and wound these strips 

around the mast, covering the 

entire height of the cracks. We 

applied several thick coats of 

epoxy resin. In total each 

winding is covered by 3 to 4 

overlapping layers of mat. 

That should be enough. The 

epoxy resin set fine. 
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final version. It took me a couple of days, but when it was finished we liked the end result so much that 

we decided to make it a bit more presentable and keep it as a semi-permanent sun awning. Once we 

arrive in Guyana, I will dismount this spray-hood and use the different parts as a mold for a permanent, 

watertight version. After all, we are heading into the rainy season! 

On Monday April 11 we left Marigot de Gokhor using the reverse waypoint route of De Gabber. We had 

prepared well, and were to be assisted by three navigational aids: our large navigation computer giving 

our own position and the waypoints; at the dashboard a tablet with the Google Earth pictures, and a 

tablet showing our position on the Navionics chart. The plan was to go, via the wide and buoyed Saloum 

river, up north to the entrance of a side river, Marigot de Ndangane, to try out various anchorages and 

to explore the land. 

At the entrance to Marigot de Ndangane we changed from the Navionics tablet to the chart with 

Gabber´s waypoints. It only went well until the second waypoint, when all of a sudden the depth 

sounder gave 0!!! Going a little bit to starboard luckily brought us past waypoint 2 without further 

mishap. Apparently, the left bank of the river had grown a bit in four years!  

We were fine following the other waypoints until we reached waypoint 8. Number 8 was still ok, but 

shortly after it we had to go to port and cross the river in order to arrive at nr 9. The current must have 

set us too fast north, because all of a sudden we were crossing a sandbar instead of entering deeper 

water! Bob managed to backtrack very carefully, the depth finder all the time showing zero. Not very 

good for your nerves by the way! Once we reached a 3 meter water depth we dropped anchor: enough 

excitement and tension for one day! 

The new spray hood is 

temporarily serving as 

sun awning, later it 

will be made into rain 

hood. It also protects 

against cold night 

winds. 
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Sunny Spray (red icon) follows green waypoints to enter de Marigot de Ndangane. The entrance channel 

is very narrow and prone to sand build-up, at the left side we touched bottom.  

We dropped anchor in a spot that turned out to be a fine anchorage, with extensive sandbanks at our 

left and at our front. Dozens of large birds, among them pelicans and black herons, were foraging at low 

tide.  

From our anchorage we also had first row seats to see how De Gabber´s waypoints related to the actual 

sandbanks. So we found he had one too many: by skipping number 8 one traverses the river without any 

problems, by using nr 8 one gets too close to the northerly bank. Thus the advised route is to go directly 

from 7 to 9! 

  

Sandbank directly opposite 

our first anchorage in 

Marigot de Ndangane. 

Almost invisible in the 

picture, are herons, 

cormorants, and pelicans, 

next to smaller frylanding 

close to our anchorage. 

When a harmattan arrived 

with dry, hot winds (above 

40oC), local pirogues 

delivered sweaty tourists, 

who remained standing in 

the water all afternoon 

with just their heads 

showing.  
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Because of the high temperatures (above 40oC), we decided to limit our shore-based excursions to 

before eight o´clock in the morning. We did not meet any human beings, but did see many cows, 

adorned with mighty horns! The only cow-minder to be seen was a dog, who found shelter under the 

cows. Not a drop of shade to be found anywhere!  

 

 

On one of our early morning walks we passed, to our surprise, some larger houses, almost bungalows, 

and even a bar-restaurant-hotel! The latter turned out to be Lodge Kooniguy, a French-run 

etablishment. The bungalows around the lodge were mainly owned by French people, but all employed 

local people as gardener-cum-nightwatch. The whole set-up was very civilized and pleasant, so we 

decided to move upriver and anchor closer the Kooniguy, and closer to cold beer and human contact!  

Cows, horses and 

goats all roamed freely 

in the veldt, and on the 

beaches, unhindered 

by fences.  

In contrast all 

dwellings are well 

fenced in, keeping 

livestock and other 

animals out. And it 

takes less fencing!  
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Kooniguy Lodge is one of the few successful commercial projects in the Saloum Delta. Their clients are 

not tourists, but expats (French) who live and/or work in Senegal. These expats love to spend a long 

weekend with their families away from the heat and crowd in Dakar and other cities. The lodge is also 

frequented by retired people, many of whom have a holiday home in a type of urbanisation, for example 

in Sali, on the coast, and south of Dakar. They also like short trips to the Delta for some coolness and 

change of scenery. For a 3-person cabin in a luxurious surrounding one pays 80-90 Euros per night, 

which is quite reasonable. The expats send their families and children home to France in summer 

(schools are closed then), so the Kooniguy also closes. This is a very sensible set-up, and obviously a 

success. 

To arrive at the anchorage near Kooniguy we had to negotiate a difficult route, passing and 

circumventing many sandbanks. We spent some days walking along the river´s shores studying the 

overall lay-out, and we studied the Google Earth pictures. Our charts did not show any water, so they 

were absolutely useless. De Gabber provided waypoints, but since they ended up on one of the 

sandbanks, they were to be followed with caution.  
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We were anchored just below the large sandbank that can be seen where the year 1972 is printed in the 

picture. The safe route was left of the lighter coloured mass, close to the left bank of the river. Also in 

reality the water colour was lighter. When the main sandbank mass has been passed, one needs to cross 

a shallow part (like the wisp of smoke in the picture), in order to arrive at the deep water channel leading 

straight onto the right river bank, where the houses and the Kooniguy can be seen. Sy De Gabber became 

stuck between the two sandbanks before the river curves again to the left.  

On Friday morning April 15 we left with the incoming tide. We skipped waypoint 8, first backtracking a 

bit to waypoint 7, and from there we went directly to waypoint 9.This was obviously the correct thing to 

do, and we encountered no problems until waypoints 11 and 12. There the water became way too 

shallow, so we had to get out of that area, but to where? Fortunately a pirogue with some young 

fishermen passed us, and they volunteered to lead us out. A nice gesture, but it did not help, since they 

only needed 20 cm depth and we needed 150 cm!! A large seagoing pirogue showed the young guys 

where the deep water channel should be, so they went ahead again, this time poling with a long 

bamboo pole, and leaving one of their crew behind on Sunny Spray. There was one very shallow patch, 

where we only had 50 cm under the keel, but once that was passed, we were in the clear. Pfffffffffff!  

During this exercise I had taken a Man Overboard position every two minutes, noting the time and 

depth. Once at anchor I immediately sorted through all the newly-made waypoints, discarding the ones 

where we had problems and keeping the ones with sufficient depth. That way we obtained a reliable 

route with waypoints for the way back. We certainly had earned that ice-cold beer! 
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During our first cold beer we met a Belgian guy, Philip, who had bought a plot of land on the north side 

of the island, where he plans to build a holiday home later this year. On Saturday we joined him, his 

daughter and four Belgian friends who happened to be in the neighbourhood, on a boat trip to 

Ndangane, and from there to his plot of land. We spent a very enjoyable morning - after a couple of 

weeks´ solitude it was really nice to be amongst people again. By the way, we did not meet a single 

other long distance sailboat while we were in the Sine Saloum!  
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Philip´s plot of land was sold including a stranded sailing boat which had been abandoned and by now 

disowned. Philip thought the wreck quite decorative; we took it as a warning to not proceed further 

upriver.  

 

Our trip to Ndangane was not only for pleasure but also for business: we needed to find out how to get 

from Ndangane to Dakar in order to obtain clearance to leave the country with Sunny Spray and to get 

our passports stamped. Employees at the CVD in Dakar had told us that it should be possible to take an 

early morning bus from Ndangane to Dakar and return the same day. We were quite taken by that idea, 

but since the bus was to leave Ndangane at 4 in the morning, we needed a place to stay the night in 

Ndangane, preferably close to the bus stop, and we needed transport from the anchorage at Kooniguy 

lodge to our overnight place. We found the place to stay the night through AirBnB on Internet, and 

transport to Ndangane through Ousman, the tried and tested boatman of Philip. It would turn out to be 

quite a trip! 
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Trip to Dakar, leg 2: Ousman ferried us across the river in a polyester boat, also taking along some more 

passengers. He landed us in the fisherman´s part of Ndangane. Fortunately he went with us looking for 

the booked accommodation, run by a guy named El Hadji. Since there are dozens of Hadji´s in any village, 

he was a bit difficult to find. El Hadji himself was not there, but his younger brother had been informed of 

our coming and had a key. We entered a dark and dusty courtyard, through a narrow passageway, and 

all of a sudden were in front of two very cute stone cabins, completey overgrown by flowering 

bouganvilleas! The room was clean, spacious and nice, with cold running water, a veranda, and 

mosquito netting. Cost was €15 per night per room. At ten in the evening we had a meal and drank a 

bric-pack of wine, brought from the boat.  

 

 

Trip to Dakar, leg 1: Ousman 

arrived Tuesday afternoon right 

on time, but not with the 

pirogue for a river trip but with 

an old horse and a primitive 

cart. It took us a very wobbly 

and uncomfortable half hour to 

arrive at the north side of the 

island, but we hugely enjoyed 

the landscape and one of the 

island´s three villages. An 

unexpected bonus!  
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Trip to Dakar, leg 3: At a quarter past 3 in the morning there was a knock at our door, time to get up! 

There was no breakfast or coffee, but El Hadji accompanied us to the bus stop, negotiating very narrow, 

quiet streets, dodging the occasional goat. We arrived at a quarter to 4, some people were already 

waiting, so we said goodbye to the super-sympathetic El Hadji.  

At 4 o´clock promptly the bus left, half full, picking up more passengers along the route, and eventually 

arriving very full indeed at Dakar. In order to seat more people, the left hand row of chairs is equipped 

with fold-out seats, taking up the entire gangway.  Gradually the center seats were all taken, so it was 

quite difficult for anyone to pass, including the ticket man. In typical African fashion he would get out 

through the front door, walk outside, get in through the back door and vice versa, passing bought tickets 

and change over the heads and hands of the other passengers. The change always arrived correctly. One 

trip costed 3400 CFA = €5 for 2 people. 
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Trip to Dakar, leg 4: after 3.5 hour constant travelling (no sanitary stops, and picking up passengers 

takes not more than 30 seconds using the two door system), we arrived at a giant bus station on the 

outskirts of Dakar. Very far away from the harbour complex in Dakar where we needed to be (we had 

been promised the bus station was right next door to the harbour complex). A local traveller strongly 

advised against taking a local bus in the rush hour, so we had to take a taxi. The taxi took more than an 

hour, but it was cheap (2500 CFA = €4) and we had time. We arrived at the police station in the harbour 

complex at 8 am; 10 minutes later we were standing outside again, with the needed stamps!  

Close by was a CityDia supermarket, we bought as many groceries and vegetables as the two of us could 

carry, and took a taxi back to the major bus station. The one and only bus back to Ndangane that day left 

at 12.30 am sharp, so we made sure we were on it! 

The trip back was very memorable. On the way up, it being that early, the curtains were closed, and all 

passengers were quiet as a mouse, so people could try to sleep a bit. What a contrast with the trip back! 

At every village we passed through, the bus would slow down enough for street traders to hop on and 

loudly start promoting their wares, all prices being extremely cheap. Sometimes three traders were on 

board at the same time. They sold mandarins, facial cream, a type of ice cream, some melons, etc., with 

typical prices being between 100 and 300 CFA (between €0.15 and €0.45). When done, or when there 

were no buyers, they hopped off again and had to walk back to their own village.  It was all quite 

amusing and testified to the never ending entrepreneurial spirit of the Senegalese.  
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Trip to Dakar, leg 5: At 4.30 pm we arrived back in Ndangane, completely worn out and with ringing 

ears. Ousman again showed up on time. I needed half an hour to complete shopping for necessities for 

the ocean crossing, including water, 10 kg flour, 30 eggs, 2 kilos pimientos, 2 kg courgettes, 2 kg egg 

plants, cucumbers, etc .,etc. Everything was loaded into the same boat as the day before, and off we 

went.  To my great dismay we did not take the direct river route to Sunny Spray, but once more took the 

route to the beach landing were the horse and cart were waiting.  My dismay was caused by knowing 

how bumpy the cart ride would be, and all my precious fruit and vegetables and eggs were needed on 

the ocean trip and had to remain unblemished! Ousman tried to manage the horse as gently as possible, 

but you cannot avoid a bumpy ride when driving with a horse through a cart track! 

 Once we had arrived at Kooniguy, we had to carry all of the shopping to the end of the pier, load it onto 

our rubber dinghy, row it across to the boat, and finally lift it on board. Bob needed to make a couple of 

trips. We were finished and back on board at 7.30 pm, totally exhausted. And all that for two stamps in 

our passports!  

In the days that followed we stored all of the shopping, checked the ship stores, and refilled jars and 

boxes for daily use. Most importantly, Bob manage to dismantle the old, and install the new, 

compressor for the refrigerator. This meant that I could make the crossing with not only a big cooling 

box, but also with a small freezer! I hitched a ride on Saturday morning with the boat from Kooniguy 

into Ndangane, where there was a grocery that sold frozen meat.  I managed to buy sufficient meat for 6 

meals. I also bought a chicken from Ousman (fit for three more meals), and Sunny Spray was then ready 

for departure (albeit with too few fresh ship´s stores, since more could not be had). 

In the meantime we enjoyed the friendship and ice cold beers of Gerard and Chantal of the Kooniguy, 

who were also kind enough to let us refill our jerry cans with water (in total we refilled 150 liters). 
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Thanks to our earlier efforts in making a list of correct waypoints, we had no problems leaving the 

Marigot de Ndangane. We anchored up for some nights near Djifere to complete the last preparations 

for the crossing. That included cooking some meals in advance, since experience has taught us that the 

first two, three days’ cooking on board in particular is a difficult task. After some days one becomes 

accustomed to the constant movement. I made a large paella, which was sufficient for three nice 

portions in the freezer! 

 

Our time in Africa was almost up. Early on the morning of April 26 we left the river at Djifere and 

entered the ocean, heading straight into the Westerly winds. This meant the Cape Verdean islands will 

not be visited this trip; we plan to go straight across to French Guyana, which we are still doing as I 

write. 

If you read this it means we have safely reached French Guyana and have found an Internet connection. 
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Animal of the month: the horse from the horse drawn carts 

On the island at the Marigot de Gokhor, well fed, beautifully coloured donkeys were pulling the wooden 

carts with water jerry cans. On Mar Lodj, the island where we anchored in the Marigot de Ndangane, 

scraggy horses were pulling not only jerry cans but also passengers with heavy loads.  

In Europe a landing place on an island would be full with waiting taxis and their bored drivers. On the 

islands in the Sine Saloum you find the same, if you replace the taxis by the horse drawn cart. The 

drivers are equally bored as elsewhere, and very territorial as regards their rights to a pick up. Their 

horses look neither happy nor well fed. We felt very sorry for them.  
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Lots of love, and hasta la próxima! 

 

Helma 

 

We can still be followed on www.marinetraffic.com 

Ship´s name: Sunny Spray (or Sunnys Pray, although we have checked, in our AIS we have programmed 

the name correctly as Sunny Spray. MMSI: 244780434. 

May 22, Kourou: 

Marinetraffic moved us to The Netherlands, erroneous of course. We can not do anything about it. It will 

help if from your side you contact Marine Traffic and ask where we are. Use our MMSI number. My 

sister Ineke did so and quickly received a reply. Unfortunately, Marine Traffic keeps showing us at the 

wrong location! I hope they´ll sort this out soon. 

For the time being, we will be in French Guyana and Surinam, thus, on the North shore of South 

America. 

 

http://www.marinetraffic.com/

